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Women Make
History:
S tories we should
have learned in school
“ I am a Black, gay,
immigrant woman,
the first of
all three of those
to hold this position.”

Karine Jean-Pierre
White House Press Secretary

Note: I

usually write about remarkable women whose stories are mostly unknown,
but I couldn’t resist sharing and celebrating Karine Jean-Pierre, who has been
making headlines this month. Enjoy!
On her first day as President Biden’s press secretary, Karine Jean-Pierre made the
statement above to reporters. She continued: “If it were not for generations of barrier-

breaking people before me, I would not be here.”
Born in 1977 to Haitian parents in French Martinique, Jean-Pierre’s family immigrated to
New York City, when she was five years-old. Her parents worked long hours and lived
paycheck to paycheck, often leaving Jean-Pierre to care for her two younger siblings.
The first in her family to earn a college degree, Jean-Pierre holds two: a Bachelor of
Science from The New York Institute of Technology in 1997, and a Master of Public
Administration from Columbia University in 2003. But she credits her family and
upbringing for the real-world experience she brings to key policy issues that have become
her career focus.
In her 2019 memoir, Moving Forward: A Story of Hope, Hard Work, and the Promise of
America, Jean-Pierre writes: “I’m fighting against the absolute insanity of how we
approach guns in our country…because I am a dark-skinned Haitian-American child of the
working class…I believe that the growing economic inequality between the one percent
and everyone else is an existential threat to the survival of a country I love deeply...[that]
racism is alive and well and growing… health care is a human right, not a lottery that
people play…In so many ways, I am fighting for my family.”
She has also written about being sexually abused as a child by an older male cousin. At
16, when she disclosed her sexuality to her mother, they didn't talk about it for years.
Jean-Pierre attempted suicide after flunking a Medical School Admissions test. She has
written honestly about her struggles. As she told PBS journalist Judy Woodruff: "I want
anybody who has ever felt that way...to know there is a way out."
It was her participation in student government while working towards her master’s degree,
that led Jean-Pierre to enter politics. Following graduation, she became a legislative aide
to a New York City councilman, then worked for Walmart Watch, a corporate accountability
nonprofit. In 2008, she joined Sen. John Edwards’ presidential campaign, then served
briefly as press secretary for Rep. Anthony Weiner. In 2008, she joined the Obama
campaign, and eventually the White House staff.
"What's been wonderful is that I was not the only (lesbian); I
was one of many. President Obama didn't hire LGBT
staffers, he hired experienced individuals who happen to be
LGBT.”
In 2016 she joined the political nonprofit, MoveOn.org as
senior advisor and national spokesperson. While
moderating a presidential debate, Jean-Pierre threw her
body between a protester who stormed the stage, and then
Presidential candidate Kamala Harris.
Jean-Pierre was later appointed chief of staff for Vice Presidential candidate Kamala
Harris, then Deputy Press Secretary to President Biden in 2021. Fluent in English, French,
and Haitian Creole, she has also worked as a political analyst for NBC news and MSNBC.

Formerly a lecturer at Columbia University, Jean-Pierre lives in Washington, D.C. with her
partner and their daughter.

Bring it Home: Conversation Starters
Ask a friend: Karine Jean-Pierre has broken barriers of racism, sexism, and gender
and immigrant discrimination. What qualities have kept her going? Which qualities do you
share?

Ask yourself: Who else will find Jean-Pierre's story inspiring. Who can I share it
with?

Sharon Spaulding is a feminist historian and researcher
specializing in the life and times of Mary Ware Dennett
(1872-1947). The curator of Dennett's family archives,
Spaulding is writing a book about Dennett. In 2020, Time
magazine included Dennett as one of the most important
women in American history.
Spaulding received a grant from Radcliffe College’s
Schlesinger Library to support her work. Her journalism
has appeared in Ms.Magazine, Smithsonian, New
Hampshire Magazine, BOLD, and others. She lives near
Salt Lake City with her husband and two dogs.

Sharon is available to delight audiences with the
forgotten stories of remarkable women and the history of the suffrage and
reproductive rights movements of the early 20th century. Contact her at:
Sharon@SharonSpaulding.com.
Help reclaim the lives of remarkable women.
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Follow me on social media. www.SharonSpaulding.com
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